
MAT2500-05 22f Quiz 6 Print Name (Last, First). 
Show all work, including mental steps, in a clcarly organized way that speaks for itself. Use proper mathematical notation, IDENTIFYING expressions by their proper symbols (introducing them if necessary), and use EQUAL SIGNS and arrows whcn approprinte. Always SIMPI.IFY cxprcssions. BOX final short 
answers. LABEL parts of problem. Keep answers EXACT (but give decimal approximations for interpretation if appropriate). Indicate where technology is used and what type (Maple, (iC°). Only usc technology to CHECK 
hand calculations, not substitute for them. 

1 Suppose we compare the area of the European letter size A4 dimensions of 21.0x29.7 cm to our American standand letter size 8.5x11 in. [Recall lin =2.54 cm.] a Letting |x. r]= [8.5, 11.0] evaluate the differentials of the dimensions of the A4 size paper compared with 
ur letter size dimensions, and use the differential approximation to evaluate the approximate change in area and its fractional (and percentage) change. 
b)Then compare this approximate change in area with the exact such change in the area: dA - 4. 
Use the linear approximation to the ratio of vertical to horizontal dimension to evaluate the approximate ratio of the European A4 dimensions, and compare to the actual ratio (evaluate the difference over the actual ratio) 

2. Error Analysis. 

Thee Pyremid of King Khufu was built of limestone in Egypt over a 20-year time period from 
2580 BC to 2560 BC. Its base is a square with side length 756 ft and its height when built was 431 ft 

The volume formula is V= `h 
If these neasurements are only known to be accurate to the nearest foot, what is the maximum absolute error in the computed volume using the differential approximation? How does that compare to the exact change if we evaluate the exact volume at the upper end of the error bar for each dimension? [Hint: which is the interval Laround each measurement that allows them to be "to the nearest foot"? 

but worked in cm: Xy (21.59, 27.943 
y+lyytdy] = L2u.0 29.7] 

dxd = (-o.9 176J 

c)A= 2f. S138 

dA 0.03 57 

solution 
ncaura or us Amencans to 4se tnches 

I, a) A xy , dA y dx+ X dy 

CX3 [85,11,.6) Á Á s(.0)= *3.So 

rdx , yidy) = ,0, 29.7) = [s.26T7, 1. L929) AAA = 21,0 29,7 
= 23,7 

AA= 20.47554 

Ldx dy = f-0.2323, o,6929) dA-AA = 03E* 

dA Il.0 (-0,2323)t .5(0,6979) = |3.3346 

= 0.0354 Eur paper has abuut | 3> 7>more area, 
93.50 

b)Bud At aA= K+d)(y+ay) 96.674 so AA 3.177 
dA-aA= 0,GIOo dAIs ltHe hlg 



MAT2500-OS 22F Qua G 

R(v) 
ndeperdentofunts. 

K(a5.0) = 12941 

R(6.2677, 1.c929) = 14443 
Xy 

xo-)= (%S, 0.o) 

Ly)=R(o,9)) + (xoy) (x-va) + y-y 

.2941 - o.1522 (X- 8.5) + 0.76 (y-lo) 
294-0.1522(-0223) + 6, 1UT6(6.6929) |[4 I{0 (mape) 

L(3277, I1,929) (4110 
Map'e 

- o.0033 

T4143 = 

Lvasia)-R9)= 
I4l0 -1.4I43 = -o c033 

The (inear approamahun is a at lo, 
d023 

alpad O2, tootw ) 

Vs3h 
S 756 dSo.5 

41 dho.5 

V= = 9164-10 aVdifkena 

Vsids,htds 9,185 (0 

d as+h shds+sdh (2h (2h ds+ Sdh) 
OS 

dv (Zhlds tslahl) SS (2n+s) 
w 

0.S S0,S 
26,468 a it low 

COmpared to 

ZiG 634 exact max 
change aV 

AV-dVI 
eshae 

= (66.13 prety small diffevence 
max 
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